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Afk arena beginner guide

AfK Arena is a game that mostly revolves around waiting. Many of your resources will come passively by collecting AFK rewards and completing campaign chapters. I will continue on all the common things you need to know to manage your resources properly so that you can move forward faster. Resource Collection 1. Complete all daily
tasks (and Weekly) 2. Sign in every 12 hours to collect AFK Rewards 3. Send heroes on the Missions of the Beanti Council 4. Participate in Guild Hunter 5. Send related points to your friends 6. Complete all stages of the mysterious maze 7. Retire shared heroes in the dilapidated wagon 8. Progress in Campaign 9. Progress at King Tower
10. Lifetime peak stages in resource management knowing where to collect and use resources efficiently is extremely important. You don't want to waste unnecessary resources by being hasty and wanting something now and end up spending on things you can wait a bit for. Diamonds are used for summoning and also in other things
such as buying equipment, resetting a hero or store times, just to aromatate a few. Most of the time, you want to spend your diamonds summoning as you always have to surpass heroes to make them stronger. You have to go for the 10th subpoena option when you're trying to recruit new heroes because you get a discount. Don't be
impatient and summon with a single puller because it will hurt you in the long run! Experience most of the hero EXP you will earn throughout your time playing import AFK rewards. It has a 12-hour quota, so you'll need to log in and pick it up every 12 hours to maximize its potential. The most important thing you need to know about
spending your experience is: level only 5 heroes! Many players make the mistake of spending their expenses to balance all their heroes and as a result, they slow their progress significantly. You only need to level up your 5 main heroes (those who have the highest ascension) and put the rest in a resounding crystal. When you add a hero
to a resounding crystal, it will instantly be on the same level as the lowest-level hero on the smile. From experience, peeling your entire team evenly will make the fight go more consistently as the spike damage you take won't be so bad but it also limits your raw damage by not over-exfoliating your carry. Gold Everything you do in this
game rewards you with gold. Because of this, it is likely that you will not even process it before you notice that you have millions of this coin, which is great because you will burn it when upgrading heroes to the highest levels and magical equipment. The most important tip I can give you about wasting your gold is: don't waste gold to max
equipment that's not mamia! Many players, myself included, made the mistake of using a lot of gold on maximum legendary and even epic equipment. You don't have to. Gear below the miath as it is a gold sink. You need all the gold you can get a late game for upgrading mythy equipment, peeling your heroes and purchasing daily items
from the store. If you need to improve gear because you are stuck in a level, you only need to improve it to 2/3 stars max, as the cost is not so drastic. If you find yourself running out of gold, you can try betting in fight bets or completing the time records. Hero what it is when you balanced your hero to different levels, you will need a hero to
get through this hat. This hat also indicates that you can unlock or upgrade your hero's skill. To bring a rising hero to 240 would require a total of 118,100 hero. You'll also need a more superhero prodant when you further upgrade them past 240 using a resounding crystal. Hero Matter is the biggest late block game, except getting copies
for ascension. You need crazy amounts of intransicity to level up and the game just doesn't give you enough. You'll often find yourself waiting weeks just for a level if you don't plan ahead. Buy an int0th of gold every day! I can't stress it enough. It's essential to buy it every day. It doesn't matter that you don't need it now, you'll regret not
buying it later. Quick tip: Hourglass will get plenty of hourglass by performing tasks and completing a mysterious maze. Most players get impatient and open them up right away. You have to keep them until you definitely need them because they give increased amounts of resources based on your campaign progress. Hero coins you get
hero coins by retiring common heroes in a dilapidated cart. The barracks hold rare and elite soul stones, and specific heroes. The items require hero coins to purchase them. This store resets once a month, and the heroes available never change, they just get it together. Waste hero coins on elite soul stones! Hero coins take some time to
process out. You have to keep them until you have enough to buy 60 overhead soul stones which reward you with a random elite hero. This is the best option available in the store and you need to take advantage of it every time you get the chance. Maze tokens and maze tokens can be obtained in a mysterious maze. The Maze Shop
contains items that require maze tokens to purchase them. The store re-matures every month. Waste lab chips on elite heroes! If you buy something other than elite heroes you drastically undermine your progress. These heroes are a guaranteed way to ascend as they are the same every month. No RGG, just agriculture. The best way to
move forward as free to play is to buy enough copies of Save to surpass it, and then Nemura, Hessus and finally Estrilda. Guild Coins Coins Coins Guild can be purchased by guild bosses experience. The guild store only collects equipment, and requires guild coins to purchase items. This is the best source of gear in the game, like
Totally free and easy to get. Waste guild coins on miti equipment! Miathi equipment will be purchaseable from the guild store as soon as an actor has won Chapter 12 – Stage 2 of the campaign. Miathic equipment is a huge increase in strength compared to legendary gear. You need to save your coins until you open miti equipment in the
store. It is considered a waste of resources to spend guild coins on anything other than the miathic equipment that you will have enough legendary and epic equipment from afk rewards. Challenger Store This store only hoards specific superheroes. It requires a coin that can only be obtained by playing in a Legends Challenger
tournament. The heroes available for purchase never change. You get a fixed amount of currency per hour based on your rating. It takes a long time to purchase the coin so choose wisely. If you are looking to play the game for a long time, Atalya is the best investment. Rising Heroes - General Advice 1. Never use the heroes of the rising
layer as fodder - tempting as it is, don't do it! You're giving up the late-game progression to a temporary push. You need as many rising heroes as possible to level up your resoging crystal and increase the level cap above 240. 2. Do not transcend hero to legend if you do not have enough copies to make it legendary + immediately. If you
cost too many heroes a legend you will run out of fodder and you will be stuck for a long time. The reason is that you don't know for sure when you're going to pull two more copies of this hero (could be a week, could be a year). You will depend too much on RNG and will be frustrated when you don't get the hero you need. 3. Use the wish
list to increase your chances of getting a specific hero. 4. If you made a mistake, you can return to hero in a dilapidated cart for 500 diamonds. You'll get an elite copy of this hero and enough fodder to get on them. If you're here, you may be new to this game or may be struggling to make a lot of progress through this campaign which is
gradually getting harder as you progress but there are little tips you can give to help you optimize everything if you plan to play without spending money. So, you've just started the game on a fresh server and it puts you in a little tutorial with Hogan. This hero will be able to go with you for a while as it tank a decent early game and is
common enough that you should be able to get its level of ascension higher without wasting a lot of time. You also get another hero who is very rare. This hero won't help you much and you want to replace it as soon as you can. As you progress through this tutorial, you get gold, exp player, EXP hero, essence of hero, equipment, and two
heroes (Mirael and Ira) these two will be able to be space holders until you develop new heroes. There are 12 steps in this guide and it doesn't require A lot of management. You'll need to equip the equipment you get and balance your heroes a little bit to complete it though. Getting your heroes to a level while completing stages, you will
notice that you start to level up and get diamonds. These are the premium currency in the game and likely one of the most important things you will earn. You can buy more items with it but if you play without spending money, it is recommended to use them for just one thing, summoning a character and, rather, a 10x pull. Why isn't that
one attraction? This is because you pay for 9 summonses and get 10 free with this method, allowing you to get more heroes. After you complete phase 12, he'll open up the city called Renhorn. It opens up a variety of buildings which are all very important. They're going to be explained soon but the one you need to focus on is the Nobel
Tavern. This is where you summon your heroes. You will be visiting this place regularly early in the game. After completing 1-12, it will give you one scroll. For once only, it will give you a guaranteed epic hero. It will cheer you up a lot and he's your next hero to put in your line. (A few more pieces of information for the tutorial section)
Equipment will help you power your heroes through providing small amounts of statistics like HP, attack, defense, dodge as you progress, it will increase your critical hit rating and resistance to physical attacks and magic. The gold and hero are used to deceive your heroes. At all 20 levels (after the first few as it is much easier levels as
you start), they will achieve a new ability or new impact of ability. These effects are beneficial and will help you significantly. Say it, I wouldn't use it all at once unless the stage blocks you from progress. You can get better heroes and EXP will either just stay on this character or if you need it back, it costs 20 diamonds to reset the hero
back to level one. It is better to avoid this cost if possible. (Progressing through this game by getting diamonds) Once we've reached the second episode, the game allows you more freedom gradually. Your goal's here to start with? You want more diamonds, after completing this step, collecting the diamonds from the journey and getting
more character appealing. You should strive to get some elite heroes on your team as quickly as you can. There are several ways to get diamonds and these include: every step 4 you do in the park, you will get diamonds through tasks. After opening a new hero, you can go to the portrait tab on the hero page and go for the characters
story and collect 100 diamonds for free. This is a very limited method as you get 100 for the first time receiving a character. It'll help the game early though. Completing a chapter will give you diamonds and scrolls. It's a summons for free heroes. Can be used immediately. An increase in player level will give you 10 diamonds and each
level 10 will give you more through a journey and also give you VIP points, unlocking you bonuses like more daily AFK rewards, more opportunities to do bounty missions and more hero slots. Daily and weekly tasks give you diamonds after you collect a certain amount of points. The daily search line will give you 100 diamonds and one
scroll. This week's search line will give you 400 diamonds and three scrolls. After 2-4, you open the mysterious maze that's a series of battles. After defeating the boss on each floor, you can unlock diamonds and rewards. The maze refreshes every 2 days so this is a reliable method to collect these and get maze coins which can be
traded for heroes in the store. Be sure to save the coins for an amazing epic hero. Once you get a lot more into the game to combine 9-24, you open up a difficult situation which has another floor and another challenge but gives more rewards. Once you get 2-12, you open the King's Tower. After you hit the floor, it gives you diamonds and
summon stones which opens you up to a rare random hero when you have 60 of them. Each 5th and 10th floor will give them more diamonds as the 10 completes a journey with diamonds. The first week gives you 2 events at the time of writing. The training camp where you do tasks to get rewards and the daily entry event which gives
you 500 diamonds on just the first day which will help you a lot. Keep checking it out to get all the rewards as it will definitely boost your progress with free scrolls and the last day gives you an epic + Belinda. Events pop up occasionally which can give rewards like diamonds. If you do all this, you will get a lot of 10x hero summons and if
RNG is on your side, you will get lots of superheroes. (The store) has three in-game stores, a general store, a guild shop, a shack shop and a maze shop. All three have their own currency and have their own items. General Store (Daily Refresh) This store is open from the start and items will improve slowly as you progress. You can buy
equipment, dust, arena tokens, enhancement tokens and booty boxes. He uses gold and diamonds. Its recommend you not to buy all items requiring diamonds if you play for free. These diamonds are better used on summons. It is recommended to buy the daily dust in the store with gold as it will help you improve your characters faster.
Also, if you feel that one piece of the armor sold for gold will help you, you can buy it but it is not recommended. Guild Store (Daily Refresh) This store is unlocked as soon as you join the guild after step 2-20. He sells guild coin supplies. Guild coins are unlocked by completing a team hunt at the guild, defeating bosses who allow you to
get rewards. It is recommended that you save these currencies for You really need from the rarest you can open. These items will upgrade the more you get in the campaign so the more you keep your coins, the better rewards you can achieve. Shop Shacks (Monthly Refresh) This store is not immediately locked and requires hero coins
which are accepted by common retiring heroes. It's done by going to a dilapidated cart and going to the superhero section to retire. You can also set it up to sell them automatically when they're drawn. It gives dust and coins. In this store, she sells heroes and soul stones. It is recommended to get the elite hero soul stones for 18000 hero
coins. It'll guarantee you one epic hero. Maze Shop (Refreshing Monthly) This store is unlocked at 2-4 when you open the maze. It sells epic heroes, rare heroes and rare soul stones for maze tokens which are obtained from completing battles in the maze. It is recommended to get the epic heroes who have cost 45000 maze tokens.
These epic heroes will refresh every month so that you have selected characters of choice. It allows you to get these heroes to higher levels even faster. Fast.
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